
MATERIALS

Red Heart Super Saver (100% acrylic, 7 oz/198 g, 364 yds/ 333 m)
4 skeins; 1 skein each Aran, Gold, Aruba Sea, Black
Caron One Pound (100% acrylic, 7 oz/198g, 364 yds/ 333 m, 4 weight worsted)
1 skein Terra Cotta
Size H/5.5 mm hook, metal tapestry needle, scissors
Optional Link to Video: https://youtu.be/EFQ9Ou6oP9E

Finished Size: 4 feet (48 inches, 120 centimeters) long x  7 inches (20 centimeters) wide

STITCHES

Single Crochet (SC): Insert your hook, YO and pull up a loop, YO and pull through two loops on hook.

Slip Stitch (SL ST)
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Daisy Farm Crafts
Woven Single Crochet Multi-Color Scarf 

Pattern by Sugar Joye 

https://www.yarnspirations.com/red-heart-super-saver-yarn/E300.html?utm_source=Influencer_DFC&utm_medium=blog&utm_campaign=2022_10_08__red-heart-super-saver-yarn
https://www.yarnspirations.com/caron-one-pound-yarn/294010.html?utm_source=Influencer_DFC&utm_medium=blog&utm_campaign=2022_10_08__caron-one-pound-yarn
https://youtu.be/EFQ9Ou6oP9E


PATTERN
With Aran, chain 22.  

ROW 1: Starting in the 2nd chain from hook, work slip stitch (SL ST) into each chain across the row. CH
1 and turn. (21)
ROW 2-3: Work SL ST into each back loop of previous row. CH 1 and turn after each row. (21)
ROW 4: Work 1 SC into the first stitch from previous row. Work 1 SC into each stitch across. CH 1 and
turn. (21)
ROW 5 - 140: Repeat row 4. (Work more rows if you want your scarf longer or if it isn't quite 4 ft.)
ROW 141-143: SL ST into the back loop of each st across the row. CH 1 and turn at the end of each row.
(21)
At the end of row 143, turn and CH 14.

Fringe
*Turn and work 1 SL ST into each chain back toward edge of scarf. SL ST into each of the next 2 sts. CH
14 and repeat from *. Secure last stitch with a slip stitch, tie off and weave in ends. 

Repeat on the other end by finding the first chain at the bottom corner of the scarf, pull up a loop and CH
14. 

Weaving 
Take a minute to examine where the spaces between the stitches are in the scarf. It might be helpful to
think of it as a needlepoint canvas. The weaving happens in the spaces between the stitches. I found
completing the weave of one color at a time worked really well.

To measure the length of yarn you'll need for each row of weaving, measure the scarf's length (4 ft) plus an
additional 2 feet.  

For example, the first color has 3 rows of weaving next to each other. I measured and cut enough yarn (18
ft) to complete all three rows.  

For me, I found that three rows of yarn on the needle was a comfortable amount to manage any more than
that led to tangles.  

The trickiest part of weaving is anchoring the yarn so that it doesn’t come loose and hiding the ends of the
yarn so it looks nice and neat.  

In general, the idea is to weave in the end, work the needle through the center of the anchor loop to secure
and continue working the needle carefully through the center of the yarn for one or two inches to hide the
end. Clip and gently pull into place.
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PATTERN

Weaving Color Pattern

On the finished scarf,  identify and count out 21 chain spaces along the first row of SC.  

Weave in the colors in the following numbered spaces:

Black weave in Rows: 1, 2, 3, 10, 11, 12, 19, 20, 21

Aruba Sea: 4, 9, 13, 18

Gold: 6, 7, 15, 16

Terra Cotta: 5, 8, 14, 17

If you are a visual learner (like me!) I made a video demonstrating the process. It’s actually much easier than
it sounds. 

https://youtu.be/EFQ9Ou6oP9E

XOXO,
Cyndi, aka Sugar Joye
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https://youtu.be/EFQ9Ou6oP9E

